
SUNSHİNE 11 THEME 1 WHAT A LİFE ? 

Match the Words with their Definition. 

VOCABULARY TURKİSH  DEFİNİTİON 

allow ………………………………………………. 
26 a fiction,prose or book in literature 

attend (an event / dinner) ………………………………………………. 
16 a group of millitary ships that one leader controls 

cannon ………………………………………………. 
11 a large group of countries ruled over by a single monarch 

collapse ………………………………………………. 
3 a large gun that shoots heavy metal or stone balls 

conquer ………………………………………………. 
22 a person or thing that moves the intelligent or invention 

conquer ………………………………………………. 
24 a person who invents things 

conqueror ………………………………………………. 
7 a person who takes control of a place 

conquest ………………………………………………. 
31 a plan designed to achieve something in the long run 

detrimental ………………………………………………. 
27 a writer of novel 

donated ………………………………………………. 
17 an exceptionally intelligent person 

empire ………………………………………………. 
32 assume the control of something 

enroll (in) ………………………………………………. 
28 assure someone that one will do something 

experience ………………………………………………. 
2 be present at somewhere 

fascinating ………………………………………………. 
29 contributing to the progress or growth of something 

fleet ………………………………………………. 
25 failure to communicate properly 

genius ………………………………………………. 
19 give information 

get by ………………………………………………. 
9 harmfull 

inform ………………………………………………. 
21 having new and creative ideas 

initiating ………………………………………………. 
1 let someone do something 

innovative ………………………………………………. 
18 manage to live with difficulty 

inspiration ………………………………………………. 
33 occur 

invention ………………………………………………. 
12 officially register as a member of an instituation 

inventor ………………………………………………. 
10 presented as a gift 

miscommunication ………………………………………………. 
20 starting 

novel ………………………………………………. 
4 suddenly fall down or lose power 

novelist ………………………………………………. 
5 take control of a place by force 

promise ………………………………………………. 
23 the act of creating a new device or a process 

promoting ………………………………………………. 
8 the control of a place or people by millitary force 

pursue ………………………………………………. 
34 think in an original and creative way 

stradegy ………………………………………………. 
30 to carry further,advance 

take over ………………………………………………. 
7 to take control of a country,city, etc.. 

take place ………………………………………………. 
13 undergo an event 

think outside the box ………………………………………………. 
14 very interesting 
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